St Mary’s School Wide Positive Behaviour Support Matrix

Safe

Responsible

Respectful

When we gather

When we
communicate

When we learn

When we move
around the school

When we play

When we eat

When we are in
the community

...we sit quietly and
listen attentively and
actively
...we respect others’
opinions and ideas
...we enter the space
quietly

...we use manners
...we use kind words
...we look and listen to
others who are
speaking
...we value others’
opinions, ideas and
contributions

...we walk on the left
side of the stairs
...we walk through and
around learning areas
quietly

...we include others
...we listen to ideas
...we play by the rules
...we share equipment
...we encourage others
...we congratulate
each other

...we use our manners
...we chew food with
our mouths closed
...we clean up our area
we eat in
...we remind others of
expectations, kindly

...we wear our logo and
school uniform with
pride
...we use manners at
all times
...we use appropriate
voices
...we sit appropriately

...we follow directions
...we sit in a place that
helps us to be
responsible and
assists our learning

...we take turns to
speak
...we choose
appropriate language

...we share and listen
to ideas
...we are aware of our
noise levels and use
hushed tones
...we put up our hand
in whole class
discussions
...we take care of our
own and others’
belongings
...we focus and put
effort into our work
and let others do
their work
...we follow directions
...we find good
learning partners
...we sit in places that
will assist our learning
...we ensure learning
areas clean and tidy
...we encourage others
to do their best

...we walk quietly to
allow all classes to
learn
...we walk in a line
...we pick up
equipment and
resources and put
them away where they
belong
...we are aware of
others’ games and do
not disrupt them

...we sit to eat
...we put rubbish in
the bin
...we put uneaten food
back in our
lunchboxes
...we put lunchboxes
back in our bags
...we eat fruit at fruit
break time

...we leave a good
impression
...we take care of
property and put
things away once we
have finished using it
...we use appropriate
voices

...we walk
...we keep hands and
feet to ourselves
...we follow directions

...we remain calm when
solving problems
...we are aware of
others
...we follow teachers’
directions
...we keep computer
passwords to
ourselves

...we use appropriate
websites when on the
computer
...we sit on chairs
properly
...we walk between
spaces
...we will stay seated
when asked
...we include others

...we walk in single file
...we walk on the left
...we walk on the
stairs and on the
atrium
...we treat others how
we want to be treated
...we include others

...we help people
...we own our actions
and their
consequences
...we are fair
...we pack away
equipment
...we play by the rules
...we play
appropriately in all
areas of the school
...we move when we
hear the music and
bells
...we keep our hands
and feet to ourselves
...we play
cooperatively
...we speak to a
teacher when there is
a problem or if we do
not feel safe
...we wear our hats
from September to
May

...we wash our hands
...we eat our own food
and not others’ food
...we eat our food
properly
...we are mindful of
others’ food allergies

...we look both ways
before crossing the
road
...we use traffic lights
and zebra crossings
...we listen to the
teacher or adult
...we talk to people
that we know
...we stay with our
class
...we walk on the left

